APPLICANT QUESTIONNAIRE
LSLS EXAM GRADING COMMITTEE

Name: ____________________________________________

1. What month/year did you obtain the RPLS registration? ____________

2. What month/year did you obtain the LSLS license? ____________

3. How many times did you sit for the LSLS exam? ______

4. If you have served on a TBPLS exam committee before, please list the committee, the year that you started, and the year that you stopped:
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

5. Please indicate any organization you are a part of that may be a conflict of interest:
________________________________________________________________________

6. Describe why you would like to serve on the LSLS Exam Grading Committee and what, in your opinion, makes you a subject matter expert:
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

7. Are you willing to sign a confidentiality agreement concerning the information and work within the committee? ______

Signed: _________________________________ Date: _______________________________

Thank you for your participation!